I. THE STORY THEY TELL IS A LONG TALE

**Went up.**
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The shake-up allegedly is an outgrowth of the case of Helen Harvey whose ouster as chief stenog-rapher by Commissioner M. P. Catherwood in the New York City Civil Service Commission. The court ruled that as a permanent employee, he had to have a hearing before he could be dismissed.
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Estimate Board Gives NY Workers A Shelocking

New York City employees took one of their regular shelockings last week. The Board of Estimate last week.

When the matter was over, the vote was 4 to 1 against the city.

Among the bills killed by the Board on the streets:

-Restoration of the pay of probationary patrolmen—salaries. Of this amount, $60,000 Borough Office Men plus another million in special services—salaries. Of this amount, $60,000 to 18 employees.

-Municipal Civil Service prior to November 15, 1939. In no case may the mark in the record exceed 75.

-For each year of active and continuous employment, an employee shall receive a seniority increment of 1/2 of a per cent of the fixed monthly salary, at a rate of 1/2 per cent per year, up to a maximum of 10 per cent.

-For NYC Employees

March 31 is a fateful day for New York City Employees. That is the day on which their supervisors turn in a report on their work for the past year. The report is made by the Civil Service Commission. There are thousands of service ratings. Of course, it is the Supreme Court, according to rules governing the promotions and the promotions, who grant additional years of service ratings. It is the same as the majority of other City employees who had previously received any increase—except mandatory increases—found their pay increased against. For exam-ple, a employee had been told to receive the full bonus. But, when the report was made to the court, the employee was told to receive the same as the majority of other City employees. This was the case in the New York City Civil Service Commission. It was reported that there had been a controversy between the president, Joseph Joseph, and the vice president, Joseph Joseph, but the report was seconded by the mayor. There is no objection to the procedure of providing bonuses to employees who had previously re-ceived any increase—except mandatory increases. There is serious objection, however, to the provision of a bonus to employees who had previously received any increase—except mandatory increases. It is the same as the majority of other City employees who had previously received any increase—except mandatory increases. It is the same as the majority of other City employees. The Board of Estimate was 4 to 1 against the city.
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Firemen Getting Together To Fight Out-of-Title Jobs

Firemen in New York City are holding down jobs as pilots and marine engineers, at firemen's pay, even though eligible lists exist for the other two titles. In other words, out-of-title men are cornering the market in the New York Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

"If a more intensive investigation was made into this situation it would be discovered that there are actually a number of men eligible to become marine engineers. We will assume that about 1000 cases of the above are now in existence, three of which are caused by men in the Fire Department and cannot fill. Three of the remaining 12,000 are cases of men who were formerly engineers and steamer men. A great many of these men were filled there should still be the 4 vacant positions. If these men were not employed by the city and 3 more caused by men in the Military Service, these two men continuing to work out-of-title within the additional compensation.

The above figures may be the result of the way only one or two, or even three cases per month, may be filled through the Civil Service Commission or through the Official in Charge of the jobs. It is the opinion of many of these men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

Here's one of them:

"O'Hanlon decided that if these men did not get the work they were entitled to, he would appeal to the courts. The question is: which would have to be cleared. It is the opinion of many of those men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

Whether or not the Commission would actually take such action, it is the opinion of many of these men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

Here's another:

"The above figures may be the result of the way only one or two, or even three cases per month, may be filled through the Civil Service Commission or through the Official in Charge of the jobs. It is the opinion of many of these men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

Here's a third:

"It is the opinion of many of these men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.

Here's a fourth:

"If a more intensive investigation was made into this situation it would be discovered that there are actually a number of men entitled to become marine engineers. We will assume that about 1000 cases of the above are now in existence, three of which are caused by men in the Fire Department and cannot fill. Three of the remaining 12,000 are cases of men who were formerly engineers and steamer men. A great many of these men were filled there should still be the 4 vacant positions. If these men were not employed by the city and 3 more caused by men in the Military Service, these two men continuing to work out-of-title within the additional compensation.

The above figures may be the result of the way only one or two, or even three cases per month, may be filled through the Civil Service Commission or through the Official in Charge of the jobs. It is the opinion of many of these men that the Fire Department is cornering the market in the Fire Department, and as much was admitted to THE LEADER. The practice is not only illegal, but it is a waste of money. The reason for it is to save money—at the expense of the men who are doing $800 and $850 work for $500 and $600 a year. The main facts of this situation were brought forth by The Leader, which will forthwith fill a flood of comments from men in the Fire Department.
S\n
STATE employees are disturbed, too, by the fact that the Federal-Hamilton Law, which last year was extended to institution employees for the avowed purpose of increasing their prestige pay scales, has been administered in such a way that large numbers of the employees now have no better wages scales than before—and many positions are even lower-paid!

Employees who have been required to sign waivers of their civil service rights. The legal requirement that career law rates of pay had to be effective on October 1, 1943, for employees of Matteawan and Dancemora State Hospitals, has been coldly ignored. The State is procuring the services of these employees for illegally depressed wages!

The picture adds up. It adds up to a trend against civil service and merit—a trend which the Governor and the legislators seem quite content to let go on. But the trend should take cognizance of its deeply serious nature. They must stop the trend whose end can be more dangerous than they envision.

One Man Who's Trying

It's good to see at least one legislator, Assemblyman Robert C. Crews, standing up for civil service employees—the NYC cops and firemen—and actually on the verge of winning his battle to get them better pay.

BRULAH BEAUL THULL, whose chief delights are cooking and entertaining, is probably the best-informed woman in the United States on taxes, tax laws, and tax intrusions. She has written a series of articles on this subject, which were flashed to all the boroughs.

"You're getting away with murder here, " said Mr. Thull. She is a heavy, saucy sort, and the kind of person who will not be put off by any amount of nonsense. Her arguments are well conceived, and to our live stock we have added five cows and calves of the pure breed Guernsey Coronation line."

"The Thulls have pigs, too, and three dogs, and a cat."

But they don't need a bull. They are modern farmers. Breeding of their cows is done through artificial insemination. Their motto is: "We breed for better, pure-bred stock, and to do that, we must pay the expense of maintaining a sire on the farm."

"The budget this year provided $100,000 for the purchase of cattle, but this sum is inadequate.

Reported by the SUN'S Military Editor.

POLICE CALLS

That $450 Might Go Through But Give It All the Push You Can, Boys!

The long battle made by Assemblyman Robert J. Crews, Kings County Republican, to bring about a pay increase for the uniformed police and firemen of New York City, may be realized this week with legislative approval of his bill for this purpose.

Mr. Crews, confident that his bill, adding $450 to the pay of every member of the police and fire departments, will be passed by the Assembly on Tuesday or Wednesday, is on third reader, having suddenly emerged from Rules Committee where so many bills die on the floor of every legislative session.

"If I can catch the bill before the hill shouldn't pass," said Mr. Crews. The New York City Council unanimously voted to pass the bill, and it has adopted the formal form for passage of the measure on the floor of the House and the Senate.

"Our police and firemen haven't had a pay raise in 14 years while living costs in the last couple of years rose 38 per cent. The $450 pay increase should be given them. Moreover, the bill provides that before enactment every member of the police and fire departments will be given a chance by referendum to cast their ballots on the question."

He pointed out that 800,000 New York city residents previously had signed petitions urging legislative approval of his bill for this purpose.

When the $420 Bonus Comes

It's no use worrying about it, anyway. Best information is that the Comptroller's Office is that the $420 bonus to the NYC and the Comptroller's Office is that the $420 bonus to the NYC police and firemen will be paid out on the payroll of pay of pay of already.

Brig.-Gen. John J. Bradley is on vacation. He will resume his regular column of Army news in next week's LEADER.
Civil Service Plans to Set Up Uniform Rules

ALBANY.—Members of the State Civil Service Commission, including Charles L. Campbell, administrative head of the commission, are studying the universal adoption of uniform rules for the several departments.

The study is part of the present plan to reorganize important consolidated laws, post-war planning bills, and bills resulting from the work of various investigating committees.

Among the changes in departments is the thorough overhauling of important consolidated laws, post-war planning bills, and bills resulting from the work of various investigating committees. In many cases, the bills display a lack of knowledge of the whole integrated body of laws and regulations which will be affected.

The members of the commission have arranged in committees with full latitude in reorganizing departments.

EXEMPT POSITIONS: Exempt positions are those which can be filled without regard to the civil service laws, without consideration of fitness for the job. Any employee of the commission may fill a position in the exempt service.

FARMING OUT ESSENTIAL STATE WORK: Long years of experience have shown that many of the Civil Service employees are capable of extra work that may be done without loss of time and expenses to the State. This work, with full pay included, is called "farming out." A movement is on foot to carry out this work more adequately.

The Legislature should treat all workers alike.

Commission Tells Of Year's Tasks

The sixty-first annual report of the New York State Civil Service Commission, released last week, outlines the work to be done in the current year, says the report was the Commission's attempt to extend classification by creating to meet new situations.

One of the outstanding tasks of the Civil Service Commission is in the adoption of a new plan for the reclassification of the Civil Service employees. The plan will be adopted in several stages.

The lump sums, plus the special reduction in the number of applicants for the year 1943, were established to meet the needs of the Civil Service employees. The plan will be passed by the Legislature before it adjourns, it is stated.

The report was filed with the Legislature on March 15, 1944, and copies were sent to the various legislative committees.

Civil Service Employees have urged upon the State Legislature that changes in classification be made in the several departments, in order to provide prompt adjustments in the Civil Service.

In 1943, the Civil Service Commission had a staff of 1,000 employees, of whom 700 were classified in the exempt service. The Legislature has since increased the staff to 1,200 employees, of whom 800 are classified in the exempt service.

The report states: "The Commission has been told by the Legislature that changes in classification shall be made in the several departments, in order to provide prompt adjustments in the Civil Service.

FEDERAL - STATE - COUNTY - MUNICIPAL

No employee in the Federal, State, County, or Municipal service shall be allowed to fill a position in the exempt service.

Over $1,000,000.00 in Cash Benefits paid to New York State Employees under the group plan since 1936

Any Group of Employees Interested in the plan of the Civil Service Employees' Health and Welfare Association, one of the largest voluntary health and welfare organizations in the world, is invited to contact the Association for information.

C. A. CARLISLE

423 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.

Mission: To provide health and welfare services to New York State Employees who are not covered by any other health plan.

Insurance

Federal - State - County - Municipal

Accident and Sickness

Over $1,000,000.00 in Cash Benefits paid to New York State Employees under the group plan since 1936

Any Group of Employees Interested in the plan of the Civil Service Employees' Health and Welfare Association, one of the largest voluntary health and welfare organizations in the world, is invited to contact the Association for information.

C. A. CARLISLE

423 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.
State Employees Disturbed by Burton, Seek Meeting With Governor Dewey

ALBANY—"State employees are beginning to feel serious about their prospects," said John Burton to discuss satisfactorily on common ground the differences on policies affecting employment practices.

These words, uttered by a delegate of the State Association, were repeated by women from all parts of the State, including the Association’s members, appealing directly to Governor Dewey in a letter. Exercise of the letter is to meet a group of the State’s employees who fear that a strike may develop in the next few days appears hopeful. A recent statement that 350,000 state employees will seek relief directly to Governor Dewey for their welfare in the State’s public service, in order to attract attention to the many serious problems which these employees believe to be of far-reaching importance.

Considerable Neglect

"It is a sine qua non of the State in this time of the depression that the employees are neglected and that the State does not have the means to compensate them for the services they render. We are therefore appealing to Governor Dewey to come to the State and meet with us in order to discuss our problems and to find a solution," the letter reads.

The letter also brings attention to the fact that a group of workers, representing a large number of the State’s employees, have been working without pay for several years, and that the State does not have the means to compensate them for their services.

NYC Council Endorses Bills Before Senate

The New York City Council last week put its stamp of endorsement on 15 bills which are up before the state legislature.

The following bills were introduced by Senator Milford Maltbie, chairman of the council’s finance committee, which asked that they be enacted into law:

1. A bill introduced by Senator P. J. Mack, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

2. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

3. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

4. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

5. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

6. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

7. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

8. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.


10. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

11. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

12. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

13. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.


15. A bill introduced by Senator J. J. M. Allen, relating to the City Employees’ Retirement System.

State Seeks Bookkeepers—No Written Test Required

Persons with bookkeeping, accounting or auditing experience are being sought by the State Civil Service Commission, the Department of Taxation and Finance and the Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance. The jobs may be filled by qualified civilians.

NO WRITTEN EXAMINATION REQUIRED.

Persons who are appointed to war duration positions will receive increments each year for the years of their employment. Application forms are available at the offices of the Civil Service Commission.

REQUIRES FOR THESE EXAMINATIONS:

Persons who have applied for these examinations must have completed high school and must have had at least two years of bookkeeping or accounting experience. They must also have passed a basic written examination in bookkeeping or accounting. These exams are given to the Department of Taxation and Finance and the Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance.

APPLICATION FEES ARE:

No application fee is required for these examinations.

At a special meeting of the State Association’s Legislative Committee, called on February 27th, the committee was drawn up broadly condemning the neglect of the State’s employees and the finding that very few of the State’s employees are receiving any real relief.

Specifically denounced was the fact that the State is failing to recognize the need for a state-wide system of relief. The committee denounced the fact that the State is failing to provide any real relief to its workers, and that the State is failing to give any real consideration to the needs of its workers.
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Postwar casualty?

WILL YOUR CHILD be a victim of this War—after it's over?

Will she grow up in a depression-ridden, poverty-stricken, half-sick country that never recovered from the War?

Or will she grow up in a strong, healthy, prosperous America that offers the best living in all the world?

For if any of us do that, this post-war America will be the finest place in the world for your child—and you.

This contribution is a definite step towards the achievement of these goals...by making a War Savings Bond purchase...by making a War Loan purchase...by investing in War Bonds in your local savings bank...by saving money in your own savings bank.

It's up to you. It's in your hands—now!...So—buy War Bonds—now. All you can. Hold them until the date of maturity. Let them bring you $4 for every $1 you save—now!

For the future of your child, and for the future of America.
Weekly Summary of Bills Affecting Civil Service

Each bill is identified by two numbers—the "Introduc- tori- number" and the "Print number." The bill carries these numbers throughout its course, and the page gives the final listing of bills introduced at this session. This, together with previous week's listings, makes a complete reading for every New York State and New York City employee.

State Promotion Examinations

The following competitive promotion examinations were announced by the State Civil Service Commission last week:

- **Next Week**
  - The COMPLETE story on how the State Legislature has treated civil service employees—State and local!—at this session. Pre- pared by experts, this article will be MUST reading for every New York State and New York City employee.

Thursday, March 14, 1944

BANK LOANS FOR INCOME TAXES

One complete service makes it possible to save time by mail of telephones. Loans from $50 to $500 quickly available. Your telephone is all that is needed, when you need it quickly business to barber... or your business to barber... or your business to barber...
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  - The COMPLETE story on how the State Legislature has treated civil service employees—State and local!—at this session. Prepared by experts, this article will be MUST reading for every New York State and New York City employee.
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This is general information which you should know about United States Government employment. (1) Applicants must be eligible for appointment to a position in the civil service. (2) Applicants must be physically capable of performing the duties of the position and must be of good moral character. Applicants who fail to meet these standards will be disqualified. Handicapped persons who feel their disabilities would not interfere with their work capacity may apply. (3) Veterans preference is granted to veterans of the United States armed forces. Handicapped veterans are also entitled to preference. (4) The type of work performed by the position is specified, along with the duties and responsibilities of the incumbent. (5) Persons new employed in essential occupations must receive a salary starting at the lowest grade, but they may be paid at a higher rate if they have the necessary experience and qualifications. (6) Salaries are adjusted on the basis of each scholastic year being completed, with at least two years, for the $2708 Grade. (7) There is no maximum age limit for applicants.

Position is classified Grade, at $1000 to $2000, and is classified by the type of office work performed. Special qualifications are required for each position. The job applicant should be familiar with all aspects of the job. Position is considered Grade, at $1000 to $2000, and is classified by the type of office work performed. Special qualifications are required for each position. The job applicant should be familiar with all aspects of the job.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Applicants must have a high school diploma or equivalent and must be at least 18 years of age. They must be willing to work 40 hours per week and be physically able to perform the duties of the position. The applicant must be a citizen of the United States and must have a valid driver's license. The applicant must be able to communicate effectively in English and must be able to read and write English.

For the $1000 to $2000 Grade, the applicant must have completed at least one year of college credit, commensurate with the position. The applicant must have completed at least one year of college credit, commensurate with the position.

The examination for each position is designed to test the applicant's knowledge and abilities. The examination is given in the morning, and the applicant must arrive by 8:00 A.M. The examination consists of a written test and an oral interview. The written test is designed to test the applicant's knowledge of the subject matter of the position. The oral interview is designed to test the applicant's ability to communicate effectively.

The examination for each position is designed to test the applicant's knowledge and abilities. The examination is given in the morning, and the applicant must arrive by 8:00 A.M. The examination consists of a written test and an oral interview. The written test is designed to test the applicant's knowledge of the subject matter of the position. The oral interview is designed to test the applicant's ability to communicate effectively.
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March 14, 1944
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Have you a "Place to Live" Problem?
Consult one of the specialists listed below for advice on buying a home.

REAL ESTATE DIRECTORY

House for Sale

STREET RAGUSINS—The Culture of Farm, country home, etc., Hudson of both
real estate and horse bidders. Free: STREET RAGUSINS, 155 1st Ave. New York City

WOODSOD—Modern family home, 11 rooms, 8 baths, chief, Florence. Trained
men, special chartered transportation. Rents for mgt. sale. All taxes net. Leased Lender.

GROVER AVENUE—Two extra modem houses. 20 rooms each, 2 garages.

Housing & Apartments for Rent

RENTING HOUSES for sale

STATE OF NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. No. 16 VREELAND STREET, New York City.

WANTED

Habitat of New York, Inc., ca. 10,000 square feet. Small house for sale.

CIVIL SERVICE & GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

WANTED


duced in duplicate under my hand and official seal of the Department of the

This certificate of dissolution of the ALLERTON HOUSE, Corporation, has been filed in this department this day

Bungalow $3000

305 WEST 65TH ST.

An extra prospect in the heart of New York

THE ALLERTON HOUSE

For women only.

157 W. 47TH—Right off Broadway

13 WEST 25TH STREET

For AU Social Functions—Tops in America

Buckingham Palace

The Game Oake Oaf

NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ss.: I do hereby certify that a certificate of

X'change

MADISON AVENUE AND

50 S. EXCHANGE STREET

317 WEST 45th ST.

This certificate of dissolution of the MOD WINK, engaged in the business of

$1000.00. Amount of cash contributed by the limited partners shall be returned in cash upon dissolution of the

4030 RIVERDALE AVENUE

読み込みに失敗しました
Clerk-Carrier Jobs Open in NYC Post Offices

An opportunity of rare excellence opened this week in the United States for employees in New York City. The position of clerk-carrier, combined with the duties of a postal service, is now available to qualified candidates. The job is open in Post Offices throughout greater New York City, and the applicant who passes the examination will have some choice as to where he would like to work. The examination, incidentally, is not considered a difficult one. It consists of a test to determine whether the applicant can follow instructions, and another test to indicate how the applicant can do the task. The test will be held at the postal operation known as "sorting."

The lower age limit is 16. There are no educational requirements. The position offers an exceptional opportunity for returning men. Both men and women may apply. There are no other restrictions.

The Pay

Pay is 65 cents an hour, plus 60 cents an hour for overtime, plus an additional 10 cents per hour for night duty.

Apply at 641 Washington Street, New York City, or at the General Post Offices in any of the branches of the Post Office for application forms.

GAL'S TAKE THE JOBS

At $1,200 A YEAR

Despite the fact that the salary paid to a year, the NYC Civil Service Commission has issued a request to the NYC Board of Transportation which has to get 6 girls to accept appointments at clerk, grade 1, from City schools. The field work, but this suggestion was not accepted. Junior Accountants who made the request agreed to accept the position.

REVENUE AGENT

WINS CPA LICENSE

When the Board of Accounts oversaw the accounting of local firm's income and was accepted. Income of the accountant was accepted. Income of the accountant was $1,200 a year, the NYC Civil Service Commission that it had announced would not be permitted to accept the position.

BEFORE LATE

ASTOR

BROADWAY and 45th ST. Celebrate 30th Anniversary

Popular price.

BETTER LATE

THAN NEVER

The State Civil Service Commission has just issued a request to the NYC Civil Service Commission that they have no choice but to accept the position.
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Plan Your New Home NOW!

You're Invited to Visit

The Home Buyers Exhibition at The Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn

Come and see the marvelous displays of all the things you've always wanted for your home...the home you're going to build or buy when the war is over.

This interesting and informative display has been arranged by The Home Buyers Institute of The Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn, at their Main Office, Fulton Street and DeKalb Avenue. More than thirty nationally known leading American manufacturers have contributed the latest in house equipment and home appliances. You'll be delighted with the model houses, pictures, and plans—so many different ideas for living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, and there is no admission charge—nothing for sale.

The Institute is at your service to help you plan your home now—it will arrange a systematic savings plan to accumulate the down payment, give you advice and ideas, and help you with an economical home financing program.

Come in—see the Exhibition—discuss plans for your new home—enroll in the Institute.

THE DIME SAVINGS BANK OF BROOKLYN

Fulton Street and DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn 1, New York

From Comptroller To Welfare Dept.

The names of three employees on the promotion list to Clerk Grade 2 in the NYC Comptroller's Office were transferred to the corresponding list in the Department of Welfare by the NYC Civil Service Commission. On January 1, 1944, the Bureau for Welfare Payments in the Comptroller's office was dissolved. Employees were transferred either to the Comptroller's Office or to Welfare. This change was necessary in order to protect the promotion rights of the employees involved. Their names: Ruth Penrod, Nettie Bomar, and Evelyn F. Depardo.

Laborers—Good Pay

Production of ships is seriously threatened unless laborers do not respond to the urgent call of a New York shipyard. Formerly turning out-produced for fighting ships and transports, Manual laborers must be found this week, Only draft-deferred men are acceptable. Salary rates are $540 a month. A 7 percent bonus is available on the night shift.

Men who do not show up will be reported to the Civil Service Commission. Harry Lamport was selected from the military list, and Louis J. Linten (No. 26), from the preferred list, for this position, which is permanent.

Clerk, Grade 1

The Department of Parks has requested 3 carpenters and a house painter. Two names from the competitive list for Sanitation Men, 19 names from the regular competitive list for Housepainters, and 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

11 names in all, were submitted, ending with 188, were submitted for this $1740-a-year post.

Last number reached was 7810.

Recent Action
On NYC Lists

Action on city lists was extensive last week. The Commission has certified 12 names for Housepainters, 18 names for a first-grade clerk, 180 ODB employees contributed their blood to the American Red Cross blood bank, and 18 names from the regular competitive list for Sanitary Enginering plans. Five names from the regular competitive list for carpenters, 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

The Domestic Relations Court has sent to the Comptroller's Office for a first-grade clerk, and 92 names from the regular competitive list for a first-grade clerk, 18 names from the regular competitive list for this permanent, $1200-a-year post. Last number reached was 36, were selected from the preferred list for competitive list for carpenters, 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

Three names through 855 were submitted from the regular competitive list for a first-grade clerk, 18 names from the regular competitive list for this permanent, $1200-a-year post. Last number reached was 36, were selected from the preferred list for competitive list for carpenters, 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

18 names from the regular competitive list for Sanitary Enginering plans. Five names from the regular competitive list for carpenters, 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

The Domestic Relations Court has sent to the Comptroller's Office for a first-grade clerk, and 92 names from the regular competitive list for a first-grade clerk, 18 names from the regular competitive list for this permanent, $1200-a-year post. Last number reached was 36, were selected from the preferred list for competitive list for carpenters, 234, was made to the Department of Sanitation for Sanitation Men.

The Domestic Relations Court has sent to the Comptroller's Office for a first-grade clerk, and 92 names from the regular competitive list for a first-grade clerk, 18 names from the regular competitive list for this permanent, $1200-a-year post.